
 

  
   

 

This document does not authorize warranty repairs.  This communication documents a record of past experiences.  STAR Online 
does not provide any conclusions about what is wrong with the vehicle.  Rather, it captures all previous cases known that appear  
to be similar or related to the vehicle symptom / condition.  You are the expert, and you are responsible for deciding on the  
appropriate course of action. 
 

Contact STAR Center, or your Technical Assistance Center Via TechCONNECT or eCONTACT ticket if no 

solution is found  
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Release Date: June 2022 
 
Symptom/Vehicle Issue:  Service Park Assist Message Or Rear Park Assist Unavailable 

Message Displaying On The Cluster 
 

Customer Complaint/Technician Observation: Owner complains of repeated warning 

messages on the cluster display for the park assist to “Service Park Assist”. Technician observed 
the message and located one or multiple DTC’s B1294-11, B1295-11, B1296-11, B1297-11, B1298-
11 SENSOR CIRCUIT(s) Short OR OPEN, B16E7-15 B16E7-15-LICENSE PLATE LAMP 
CONTROL-CIRCUIT SHORT TO BATTERY OR OPEN. 
 

Repair Procedure:  Inspect inline gray 24-way connector XY630A, located behind the rear left 

wheel liner; clipped into a small frame bracket. Perform a slight pull test to validate any loose 
terminals and or Terminal Push Outs (TPO). Inspect all terminals at the connector for any signs of 
corrosion, clean and secure to complete; service kit 68353351AA for XY630A can be used if required 
for the involved circuits Fig 1, 2, 3.    
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